
Research into “accident black spots“: new hypothesis on the origins of 
centres of inflammation in multiple sclerosis 

Münster (mfm/sk-sm) – The scenario resembles a serious motor accident: a car has spun out 
of control, breaches the central crash barrier and collides with the oncoming traffic. In the 
case of multiple sclerosis, harmful T-cells break through the protective blood-brain barrier 
and thus penetrate into the central nervous system (CNS), where they trigger a destructive 
inflammation. What’s special about this is that evidently the CNS also has “accident black 
spots” – in other words, places where an especially high number of centres of inflammation 
are be found. Neuro-immunologists at Münster University have now found out why this is 
so. 
“The decisive factor is the interplay between the immune cells and the endothelium – a 
protective covering which is usually particularly non-permeable, demarcates our blood 
vessels and is also found at the blood-brain barrier,” explains Dr. Luisa Klotz, a lecturer, 
research team leader and senior physician at the Department of General Neurology at 
Münster University Hospital. In the case of multiple sclerosis the destructive immune cells 
have found a way to attack the endothelium directly and thus contribute to causing damage 
(lesions) in the brain. What was hitherto unclear was why certain regions are affected more 
often in the process while others remain protected. 
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Observations carried out on mice pointed out the way to a solution for Klotz and her team. 
The diseased animals originally had centres of inflammation only at places typical of MS 
lesions. After the researchers had switched off the inhibiting molecule B7H1 – which helps to 
keep the immune system in balance – the state of the disease in the animals deteriorated. 
Centres of inflammation were now to be found in other areas of the brain not normally 
affected. These new centres arose because the immune cells in this model triggered greater 
damage to the endothelial protective covering. As a result, the way was open to new areas 
of the brain. “Such an impairment of the endothelium’s function is a necessary – if not 
perhaps the only – condition for inflammatory lesions to arise. The underlying mechanisms 
of this impairment had not been known up to this point,” says Prof. Heinz Wiendl, Director 
of the General Neurological Clinic. 
With their discovery the neuro-immunologists have also proved for the first time why even 
punctual changes in certain immune-regulatory molecules – as in the case of B7H1 here – 
can accelerate or slow down the destructive effect of the immune cells to such an extent. To 
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return to the car metaphor: the speed limit on roads is just like the work on B7H1 for the 
Münster neuro-immunologists. “We have to use the properties of proteins such as this one 
to reduce the damage which the cells do in the nervous system,” is how doctoral student 
Ivan Kuzmanov explains the promising approach which he and his colleagues have adopted 
in the research they are currently engaged on. At the same time, however, he warns against 
any premature hopes: “We’re still a long way from here to producing medicine to treat MS,” 
he says. 

 

 


